Building a Survey
In this How To, we are going to build a Survey in O365 Forms using branching (jump to other
questions based on the answer given) and add pictures.
Assumptions: You are logged into Office 365 Web Portal and using a PC or Mac Computer (rather
than a tablet or phone) Click here for assistance in Activating and Logging in

Click on “Start New”

Click on Survey
Note: Quiz is similar to Survey but with
Correct answers and scoring

New Survey: Questions Tab
It will show the Title (Untitled form) and
the add new (question) button
(Ignore the Responses (1)tab for the
moment. We’ll look at that later)

Click on the “Untitled Form” text and
rename the survey to a more meaningful
name. This will be what the recipients
see.
For the exercise, we will call it “My First
Survey”
Then click on “+ Add new” to add a
question
Click on “Choice” as we will add a
“Yes/No” question

To edit any of the text that can be
changed, click on it.
Click on the word Question to edit it.
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Edit the word “Question” to the question
you want to ask.
Edit “Option 1” etc to be possible
answers

To add an extra answer, click on “Add
option”

For the exercise, add question 2 with the
“+Add new” button and selecting Choice
again.

Add question 3. This time click on the
“Multiple Answers” switch which allows
more than one answer

Now we will add an opinion table.
Click on “+ Add new” and then on the
down arrow at right end of offerings

Select “Likert”

Your new blank question will look like
this

Edit the question text, Options 1 – 5 and
the Statements by clicking on them and
typing.
Add a 6th Option Column by clicking on
the + on the right and make this Option
“No Opinion”

Add question 5. Click on “+Add new” and
choose “Text”
The text Question allows for free writing
in the answer.

So that is our basic survey. If you Preview
it now, it will ask about Chicken or Fish
and then ask if you want a Vegetarian
option in the next question even if you
already said “Chicken”. To make the
survey less bulky, we can add
“Branching” – that is answer A might
need you to answer some questions to
clarify but Answer B lets you skip
irrelevant questions.

Back in the editing mode for the survey,
click anywhere on Question 1 where
there is no text.

At the bottom right there are 3 dots “…”
Click on the 3 dots and select “Add
branching”

The view of the question is now in the
“Branching optiosns” mode

Next to the Options for Question 1, you
can see “Chicken
Go to 3.What
sides….”
This means the survey will skip Question
2 if the option “Chicken” is chosen
Select the target question that an
answer will skip to using the down arrow
“\/”
Leave “Not Hungry” as going to “Next”

So now the survey will branch if Chicken
or Fish is selected and jump to the side’s
questions.
If they said, “Not Hungry”, they get the
follow up question in case they are
Vegetarian and being polite.
For the option “Still not hungry” then the
rest of the survey is irrelevant. Make that
option branch to Question 5.

N.B. you could use “End of Form” and
the survey would simply end.
Leave the Branching options by clicking
on “<- Back”

You can change the look of the Survey by
clicking on “Theme”
Select the colours etc in the offering
pane or click on “+” to create your own.

Let’s see how it looks now. Click on
“Preview”
You’ll see the Full Screen view first

Click on Mobile to see how that looks on
a smaller screen.

The survey is now completed but the
preview left you thinking it needed
jazzing up with a picture.

Escape the “Preview” mode by clicking
on “Back” at the upper left.
Click on question 5 and the “Picture”
icon is shown. Click on the icon

We’ll add an image this time. Click on
“Image”

You can use images or videos stored on
the computer you’re using or in your
One Drive. Just browse to them.
This time, we will search the web for a
Smiley Face to add.
Type “smiley face” in the text box and
click on the Magnifying glass icon

There are plenty to choose from but
note the dimensions in the grey boxes.
Experiment with the different sizes for
yourself but for a decorative item 180400 pixels is good size.
A full screen picture is, for standard High
Definition screens, 1920x1080 pixels.
We are adding a decorative smiley so the
220x220 item is the size to choose.
Click on the pic with the 220x220 so the
little Green tick box is shown.
Click on “Add”

The picture is now added to the
Question.

Sharing the Survey so you get some data.
Click on Share.

Click on “Share” then “Settings”
Who can fill in this form?
Anyone means people without a
nsw.scouts.com.au email address
Only People in my organisation means
they need to be logged into Office 365
for nsw.scouts.com.au
Accept Reponses: Survey is Open or
Closed
Start Date: Survey is open from this date
End Date: Survey closes on this date
No tick in Start or End means it remains
open

TO share your survey with members of
the Unit, select the “Anyone with the
link….” Radio button
Set a Start and End date if you desire a
publishing date or a cut off date
Click on “Share” again to close this
section

Send and Collect Reponses:
Link: Get the link for the survey to add to
a document or email later.

Send and Collect Reponses:
QR Code:
QR Codes are useful on posters or other
printed media and can be scanned using
a phone or tablet with a camera.
Useful for Show Exhibits etc where you
do not know who might be responding.
Download it and add to your document,
poster what have you
Send and Collect Reponses:
HTML Code:
Useful for embedding into a web page

Send and Collect Reponses:
Email:
Opens your email program and starts the
email with the link to the survey already
copied in

You can find the survey here if you want
to compare yours to the sample

Link in here

Getting the Results
Click on the Responses Tab

The first view is the Summary of all
results.

Click on the “View results” button to see
the individual responses to the survey.
Step through the responses using the Left
(<) and Right (>) Arrows
Or
Jump to the Responder using the down
arrow (\/)

Being a Microsoft product, it supports
Excel for seeing all the data as a table.
Click on “Open in Excel” and it will
download the data as an Excel workbook

My First
Survey(1-4).xlsx

Names of Respondents:
You will have noticed that the names of
who responded are not shown anywhere
in the results.
The answer as to why is, of course, we
never asked the question.
In order to get data that can be followed
up later, remember to ask for the
person’s name and email address via Text
questions.
However, you can also see that the
results shown here are completely
anonymous, so a blind survey is easily
achieved too.
Surveys and Quizzes sent to other Scout
Leaders with .nsw.scouts.com.au email
addresses can be set to show their ID
under the survey settings if desired.

